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Note that you will need your username and password to access Elizabeth
Anderson’s article from off-campus.

Before you read Anderson, it will help to know a little bit about the debate she is concerned
with.

Some political communities, including contemporary Western democracies, assert that all
human beings are equal. Historically (and tellingly) this has often been expressed as the claim
that “all men are created equal”. The claim is significant not withstanding the sexist and racist
assumptions which have often shaped its interpretations. Other societies have not endorsed any
form of the claim. Consider, for example, the idea of the divine right of kings which informed
European political traditions for centuries. If God ordains some to rule and some to be ruled,
persons are clearly not created equal.

The claim is puzzling, however. We saw that Hobbes, for example, argued that everyone is
equal (even women!) because individual differences in physical and mental powers are never
great enough to eliminate anybody’s vulnerability (1651). The strongest and craftiest person
must sleep at some time and even a weaker, less cunning person may then slit his or her throat.
Or several people, each weaker than the strongest, may pool their strength to defeat him or
her.

The claim is usually understood to mean more than this, however. It is far from obvious
that claims of social and political equality could be grounded solely in the fact that nobody is
immune from murder. Moreover, some human beings are physically or mentally incapable of
murdering others but we do not wish to exclude them on those grounds from the community
of equals. The claim cannot, then, mean that people are equal in physical or mental capacities.
Even setting severe impairments aside, it is simply false to claim that everyone has a scientific
mind equal to that of Einstein or is equally capable of taking a gold in next year’s Olympics.

The claim is instead concerned with how we should treat people and with persons’ rights
and obligations as part of social and political communities. Egalitarianism claims that people
have a certain social, political and/or moral standing as equals and that this standing has
implications for their obligations to one another. But ‘equals’ in what sense?

What is equality?

In ‘What is equality?’, Ronald Dworkin explores this question in detail. The paper consists
of two parts (1981a, 1981b). The first part is Dworkin’s case against conceiving of equality as
equality of welfare. The second is his positive argument for thinking of equality as equality of

resources.

Equality as equality of welfare

One objection to Rawls’s theory has been that it cannot satisfactorily accommodate
legitimate needs for greater resources. Indeed, Rawls postpones considering persons with severe
disabilities until later, after the main aspects of his theory have been derived from the Original
Position (1999). We’ve seen that Nussbaum, for example, finds this approach unsatisfactory
(2004).
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One way of avoiding this problem is to think in terms of equalising welfare rather than
resources. Rawls talks about improving the position of the worst off but who is worst off is
a matter of who has the least economic resources — the least money, assets such as land,
housing and productive capacities etc. Consider two people. Jake and Joseph who have roughly
similar levels of economic wealth. Jake, however, suffers from a condition which means he
requires sophisticated equipment to function. Apart from a wheelchair, he needs assistance
with everyday living and regular dialysis. Assuming that Jake and Joseph are reasonably well
off, Jake will have enough money to provide these things for himself but he will need to spend
a considerable chunk of his income just to meet his basic needs. Joseph, on the other hand, will
have a much higher disposable income because his basic needs can be met much more cheaply.
Joseph is thus able to afford regular holidays in exotic places and to indulge his fascination
with high-tech living by purchasing the latest and greatest of Apple’s coolest offerings. Joseph,
on the other hand, may struggle to make ends meet despite having the same monetary income
as Joseph. Although Jake and Joseph enjoy the same resources, they enjoy very different levels
of welfare. Joseph is able to satisfy far more of his preferences and desires and to enjoy the
good things in life (as he conceives them) to a far greater extent than Jake. But assuming that
Jake is not to blame for his condition, this seems unfair. It would seem fairer to try to equalise
Jake and Joseph’s welfare by giving Jake a greater proportion of the available resources so that
the two were equally able to satisfy their preferences and desires.

Dworkin raises various worries about this picture. Dworkin asks us to consider a society in
which welfare is thought of as enjoyment and everyone enjoys life equally (1981a, 229–234).
As it happens, this involves an equal distribution of wealth. So everyone has the same amount
of money and gets the same amount of enjoyment from it. Louis, who is a reflective sort, one
day thinks about his life and concludes that his life would go better if he cultivated a taste
for plovers’ eggs or skiing. He therefore cultivates his gourmet tastes or learns to ski. These
are expensive tastes and now that he has them, Louis cannot get as much enjoyment from his
share of his community’s wealth as he could before he did so. He therefore asks for an increased
share of the available resources so that he may once again get as much enjoyment from his
life as others do from theirs. Dworkin argues that if the community is really committed to
equalising enjoyment, it cannot deny Louis the extra resources. The problem arises because
Louis did not, apparently, think of the value of his life just in terms of enjoyment. Unlike his
community, he apparently thought his life would go better overall if he cultivated the expensive
taste even though he would then get less enjoyment from it. This is true even if the community
grants him the additional resources he demands since his expensive tastes will reduce the
overall amount of enjoyment the community’s resources can buy (unless they exclude Louis
altogether) so if Louis gets the extra money, everyone will enjoy life a little less, including
Louis. If Louis does not get the extra, of course, he will get significantly less enjoyment. So
Louis is not cultivating his expensive taste in order to get more enjoyment from his life or in
order to get more enjoyment than others get from their lives. Rather, he does it because he
thinks his life will go better overall even though it will give him less enjoyment.

Moreover, Dworkin argues that equality of welfare cannot explain the level of resources we
think persons with disabilities should have. Consider Tiny Tim and Scrooge. Scrooge has a
great deal of money but does not enjoy life nearly as much as Tiny Tim. So if we have some
resources to spend and giving the money to Scrooge would make him a little bit happier, we
should give it to him rather than buying Tiny Tim the wheelchair he needs. Or suppose Tiny
Tim and Scrooge have equal amounts of money so that the difference in their enjoyment of
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life is even greater than in the novel. Suppose also that Tiny Tim is nonetheless unable to
afford the treatment he needs. If we wish to equalise welfare, we should again give additional
resources to Scrooge rather than subsidising Tiny Tim’s medical treatment (Dworkin 1981a,
241–242).

Suppose, now, that a very expensive piece of equipment would enable somebody to get
about. This would enable her to enjoy life more than she currently can. The community
gets together and raises the money to buy the equipment. However, she asserts, truly, that
although the equipment would enable her to enjoy life more than she does, she would prefer to
spend the considerable sum of money on a Stradivarius since the violin would bring her even
more enjoyment. Dworkin argues that another person who thinks his life is going poorly just
because he cannot afford a Stradivarius could legitimately complain if the first violinist was
allowed to spend the funds as she prefers (1981a, 243–244). This is because he has a low level
of welfare through lack of access to a Stradivarius even though he is able to get about without
any special equipment.

Equality of resources

Dworkin concludes that egalitarians should not conceive equality in terms of equality of
welfare and turns, in the second part of his essay, to a defence of equality of resources (1981b).
The basic idea here is of an auction. Suppose that we have a bunch of goods to share out. They
include all kinds of things: opera tickets, televisions, gourmet hampers, iPads, bicycles, books
of various kinds, extra days of leave from work, soft furnishings and so on. One way to share
these out might be to divide everything up equally. This might not work, of course. There
might not be enough opera tickets to go around evenly and it would be hard to share these in
the way we might share a television or book. Even if everything divides equally, though, it
might not be the best way to divide things up because we probably have different tastes. I
might enjoy cycling and hate opera; you might love opera and loathe technology; she might
adore Apple products and detest cycling. So we might instead divide my box of poker chips
evenly among us and auction the goods. We arrange the auction so that everything gets “sold”
and all of our chips get used up. At the end, we ought to each have a bundle of goods such that
nobody would prefer anybody else’s bundle. (If she would prefer the other bundle, she could
have bid for it since she had the same resources as the other.) So suppose that we divide up
all the resources available to our community in this way — land, seeds, livestock, forests etc.

Now it might be that I use my bundle of goods in a particularly productive way. I use my
bicycle to set up a courier service and I work hard, cycling in all weathers, to deliver messages
and parcels in a timely manner. It turns out I’m very good at this1 and people are willing to
exchange things for my services. I’m able to acquire the produce others are growing on their
land and the products they produce in their factories. At the end of the year, I have quite a
large bundle of goods. At this point, you might wish that you had my bundle. But you hate
cycling and bad weather and you really enjoyed the opera. You wouldn’t have preferred (my
efforts in all weathers + my current goods) to (the leisure you’ve enjoyed + your current goods)
or else you would have bid for the bicycle and spent the year delivering letters in stinging sleet
and teeming rain. So you still prefer your overall bundle to mine and I, of course, prefer mine

1. This is, clearly, an entirely fictitious account.
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to yours.
What if you couldn’t have done as I did, though? Perhaps you cannot cycle due to a disability

or perhaps you lack the organisational skills needed to run a courier service successfully. Perhaps
you would simply have loved to do these things, if only you could. Instead, you were stuck
trying to grow tomatoes after a disappointing night at the opera. Dworkin thinks we can
accommodate this by allowing people to bid for insurance. We ask how much people would have
been willing to pay to insure themselves against the possibility of various accidents, disabilities
and catastrophes. We assume, then, that during the auction people know the incidence of
various diseases and disabilities etc. in their society but not whether they themselves may be
afflicted. So as part of your bundle of goods, you can take out an insurance policy against
the possibility that you will suffer from a certain disability. The policy will then pay you the
difference between what you can actually earn and what you would have been able to earn
without the disability. Similarly, you can insure yourself against the lack of particular talents.
You will take out a certain level of insurance depending on various factors. For example, you
will be unlikely to opt for a policy which will guarantee you the income the highest earners
can make because the premiums would be prohibitively expensive. It may also depend on
your attitude to risk. If you are risk averse, you may prefer a higher premium for the greater
security it brings; if you like a gamble, you may prefer a lower premium in the hopes that you
will be fortunate and able to cash-in on your talents without having to pay out large premiums.

In practice, Dworkin thinks the best we may be able to do is to approximate the average

premiums people would be willing to pay for various insurance policies and to translate this
into a taxation policy. But this is an approximation at best. The ideal is one in which people
actually choose how to insure themselves against various risks. Ideally, too, the policies pay
out according to what people are capable of earning rather than what they do earn. So if you
could make a lot of money in banking but think doing so unethical and take up a career in
nursing instead, you cannot claim the difference between your income and the income of a
banker even if you took out a policy because the policy would have insured you against the
possibility of your being incapable of making the money as a banker.

This means that insurance protects you against what Dworkin calls bad brute luck but not
bad option luck. If you could make more money but choose not to, you are not entitled to
compensation. Similarly, if you choose to take a risk — by, for example, turning down certain
forms of insurance or growing a more lucrative but riskier crop — then you are not entitled to
claim compensation if your gamble does not pay off. Provided you could have insured or could
have grown the safer but less lucrative crop, you have no right to complain however horribly
things turn out. Individual choices are thus at the heart of this picture and the market, far
from conflicting with egalitarian ideals, is at the heart of Dworkin’s conception of equality. In
bidding for resources, the cost of various choices depends on the costs of those choices to others.
If opera tickets are popular, the choice of an opera ticket costs other community members a
lot because your taking the ticket reduces the opera-going opportunities which others value. If
bicycles are plentiful or unpopular, my choice of a bicycle will cost me little because it costs
others little since nobody else loses anything significant by my having one.

This allows Dworkin to say that the state should compensate somebody for a disability but
not, say, for the lack of a Stradivarius, without having to authorise official judgements about
what is and is not of value. We don’t have to say that mobility, for example, is objectively more
important than satisfying an unaffordable taste for plovers’ eggs. Rather, we just appeal to
what people would have insured themselves against. It allows people to make the most of their
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talents if people value them; the state to compensate those who suffer from undeserved bad
luck; and the community to respect preferences for risk without committing to compensation
for those who lose gambles they freely chose. It respects people’s liberty to live their lives
according to their own values in a framework which rewards ambition and hard work while
protecting those who are poorly equipped to compete in the marketplace through no fault of
their own. Instead of seeing the market as inconsistent with protection of the vulnerable, it
uses the market to determine the level of compensation and assistance due to them. It does
not leave people at the mercy of bad brute luck while insisting that people must accept the
consequences of freely made choices, whether their option luck turns out to be good or bad.

Democratic equality

This background should help you to make sense of Anderson’s case for democratic equality
(1999).

Explain one objection to Anderson’s argument for democratic equality. You should choose the

strongest objection you can.

It will help to recall the pointers given in the handout on raising good objections. Note, in
particular, that you should not use an objection which Anderson herself considers unless you
focus on explaining why her response to that objection is inadequate.

Note that you are not asked to reply to the objection and you are not asked for your opinion.
You may think that Anderson’s argument is excellent but your response is not the place to say
so. Instead, bring those thoughts to class and concentrate for the moment on attacking the
argument. Pretty much every argument in philosophy is open to objection. Those which are
not tend to be trivial and, hence, generally uninteresting.

When responding to weekly prompts, you do not need to include an introduction or
conclusion. You do not have enough words for that!

You do not need to seek outside sources when completing this assignment and I recommend
not doing so but any you do use should be properly cited.

Write about 300–400 words and include a word count. Your assignment should be typed if at

all possible. You should include full references so that I know which versions of texts you have read.

Please bring two copies to class.

The Centre’s Student Handbook (available from Reception) explains the basics of formatting
citations and references (§6 4.3–4.6 pp. 56–61) and includes a pointer to the university’s
guides at http://www.cardiff.ac.uk/insrv/educationandtraining/guides/citingreferences/
index.html.

The handbook also explains what plagiarism is and strategies for avoiding it (§6 4.3
pp. 46–51). You should read this if you are in any doubt whatsoever about these matters. I will
be happy to answer any further questions you may have.
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